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• Created in 1988 after a context of cities dominated by car
– objective of 70s “to adapt the cities to cars”

– but to protect vulnerable users… ?

• The 80s : new way of thinking, cities are not just for cars
– several national campaigns launched since 1983 by the state

– citizens are claiming for more safety and a better quality of life

• The aims of the association
– to make a more friendly city by traffic calming

– to protect vulnerable people

– to improve quality of public space

• The principal tools
– controlling speed and the number  of cars, 

– enhancing friendly mobility 
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RUE DE L’AVENIR FRANCE

30 years !

Rue de l’Avenir, a citizen group created in 1988

“Towards a safer and more enjoyable city”

RUE DE L’AVENIR FRANCE

• Method 
– Making proposals and not a defensive action

– Supporting cycling, walking and public transport 

– Making habitants, technicians and elected working together

• Campaigns:
– « Let’s share our streets », 1995, to help people to involve in the 

improvement of their neighbourhoods

– « A street code », 2006 , proposals for friendly modes, which 
contributed to create a working group and a new law in 2010 

– « 30km/h : making cities liveable », 2013, the French movement 
joined the European initiative

– « Streets to play: streets for everyone », 2015, playstreets first 
rejected in France are now on demand
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RUE DE L’AVENIR FRANCE

• In 2017, a different context, less money but,
– environmental concerns are more accepted

– consequences of car addiction on public health are known

• A European network
– we are connected with many European citizen groups

– we organise field trips with our historical Swiss partner each year

• A dialogue with national and local institutions
– we are involved in many working groups of the state

– we are represented in many innovative cities

• A recent meeting to support changes of behaviour in the field 
of mobility: “Another city, streets for everyone”
- 160 participants, local and from Belgium, Italy, Switzerland…

- 7 workshops, 3 field visits and several plenary sessions

- A debate on making public transport free
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TRAFFIC CALMING IN FRANCE

Implementing “traffic calming” step by step



TRAFFIC CALMING IN FRANCE, SOME STAGES

• Before 80s, one of the worst situations in Europe
– A huge number of accidents

– No cycling, few walking

– A strong position of car and oil lobbies

– Few people in the citizen groups of the field

• The example of northern countries of Europe
– Professional trips have been organized in the Netherlands (Woonerf), 

– then in Germany (tempo 30), in Belgium (street code), in Italy (ZTL)…

– An informal network connecting researchers, technicians and 
citizens was beginning to work

• The left government elected in 1981 decided to include road 
safety in the national priorities and launched new programs 
and experiments
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TRAFFIC CALMING IN FRANCE, SOME STAGES

• The experimental program “Safer city, neighbourhood without 
an accident”: a foundation (1984)
– assessed by researchers, 

– proved that speed was the origin of casualties  

– proved that speed destroys quality of life, prevents friendly mobility

– proved that quality of public space helps safety

– produced a tool box which is used till now

• A need to enhance cycling which had disappeared (1990)
– some French cities, started to design the beginning of a network

– walking was forgotten and considered as obvious during a long time

• Good connexions with foreign teams, Tempo 30, Bern 
pattern…
– speed limits based on the relationship speed/accidents

– 30 km/h in neighbourhoods and 50 km/h on arterial roads

– scheme adopted in many countries, then in France (“street code”)
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To face the problem of an aging population, a law voted in 2005 

was supposed to adapt housing and public space to disabled 

people and senior citizens within ten years :

No significant result in 2015, but a new interest 

for walking and SPEED LIMITS
Refurbished public space in Poitiers

SPEED LIMITS IN FRANCE, A PREREQUISITE

• Three status for streets and urban areas
– Pedestrian areas - 6 km/h and a right of way for pedestrians

– Meeting zones - 20 km/h and a right of way for pedestrians

– 30 km/h zones

• The change of regulation on speed in urban areas
– Before 2015: 50km/h, legal minimum (exception for small areas)

– Since 2015: communities can choose another reference under 50

– More and more “30 cities”

• The case of Paris
– 30km/h limit now : 30% of the streets 

– At the end of this year: 50% of the streets

– Everywhere except the arterials in 2020

• The case of Grenoble
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« VILLE 30 » : THE NEW PATTERN 

Yesterday To-day

« VILLE 30 » : THE NEW PATTERN 

Existing and announced projects of « villes 30 » in France

121 communities

4,4 M inhabitants (7% pop)



GRENOBLE METROPOLE 30 GRENOBLE METROPOLE
Urban region of 49 communities

September 2015 : 

-Recommendation of the council of the 

metropole to adopt the 30/50 pattern

-43 communities agreed to adopt the 

speed limits

January 2016 : 

-14 cities applied the measure

Some months after

-29 more

-6 were still hesitating

In 2017, just three are resisting

Many technical measures have 

been implemented

New tools are being tested to make 

people understand the measure

On the ground (recently allowed in France)

GRENOBLE : A LABORATORY

City doors

2 prototypes tested in the 

village of Vaulnaveys-le 

Haut and Grenoble

A global reduction of speed ?

Results on 31.12.2016

on 110 point of observation

- 44% of cars less than 30 km/h

- 47% of cars driving between 30 and 50 km/h

An evaluation campaign 

has been launched 

-to confirm the reduction of speed  

-to compare the number of accidents with the 

years before

.

GRENOBLE : FIRST RESULTS

Strasbourg : first pedestrian plan 2012

WALKING

WALKING IN FRANCE

• A recent interest for walking, a trend in media

• The principal measures
– reducing the impact of barriers, 

– improving the comfort of sidewalks, 

– Improving visibility and legibility of the street lay out, 

– simplifying crossroads, protecting pedestrian crossings

– ensuring the continuity of pedestrian routes.

• Relationship between cyclists and pedestrians
– cyclists, which were rare, are not expected by other people

– pedestrians are not disciplined

• The pedestrian plan of Strasbourg as a pattern for other cities
– a specific situation in geography and hydrography
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STRASBOURG PEDESTRIAN PLAN 2012

A complete diagnosis , 10 actions

-50% of the public space for 

pedestrians

-building a pedestrian network

-improving crossing of large arterials

-pedestrian bridges on water

-designing a hierarchy of pedestrian 

routes

STRASBOURG PEDESTRIAN PLAN 2012

A good opportunity for researchers

to work on the problem of barriers

STRASBOURG PEDESTRIAN PLAN 2012

Principal pedestrian 

network.

In 2017 a very small 

part has been built :

high cost

PARIS PEDESTRIAN PLAN

PARIS PEDESTRIAN PLAN 2016

• In Paris, the process was not planned

• The plan is the result of a call for project proposed to the 
population

• The proposals of the population
– 50% for cycling

– 50% for walking

• Paris is a compact city, relatively walkable >
– A strategic plan

– Many detail improvements like

a permanent playstreet in any district, 

links with the communities bordering Paris…

• Significant projects
– a program to improve 7 large squares

– changing big arterials into calmed traffic spaces
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PARIS PEDESTRIAN PLAN 2016



WALKING IN ILE DE FRANCE

Walking :

39% of the trips

« LA VOIE EST LIBRE »

RECONQUEST OF SECTION OF HIGHWAY IN MONTREUIL NEAR PARIS

DEALING WITH URBAN HIGHWAYS

DEALING WITH URBAN HIGHWAYS
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Montreuil, 

a community bordering 

Paris, 100 000 inhabitants.

A project of highway cuts the 

city in two parts.

The general scheme has 

been changed : the highway 

is completely oversized in 

relation with its use.

DEALING WITH URBAN HIGHWAYS
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Montreuil, an innovative city, 30 km/h limit district after district

DEALING WITH URBAN HIGHWAYS
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During many years, 

the inhabitants have 

organised a big 

fiesta on the 

highway, with the 

support of the 

elected.

A tramway project 

was an opportunity 

to solve the 

problem and to join 

the two parts of the 

city.

DEALING WITH URBAN HIGHWAYS
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DEALING WITH URBAN HIGHWAYS
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Marseille 2010

A viaduct  destroyed

to create

-a boulevard

-a garden

-700 apartments

ANOTHER CITY, STREETS FOR EVERYONE

WHAT WE LEARNED

WHAT WE LEARNED
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• Some results  
– less accidents than 30 years before, the part of traffic calming

– a better quality of public space in many cities

– more dialogue between inhabitants and stakeholders

• A useful European network 
– we have been inspired by foreign examples, 

– French cities are observed from many countries, 

– we have opportunities to discuss and compare,

– our meetings welcome associations, technicians and elected.

• New public transports contributed to make people understand 
why urban quality is important to support walking and cycling.

WHAT WE LEARNED
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• We have now to face a cyclist lobby  
– helps are not sufficient, what makes cyclists aggressive

– the city will be made “by healthy men for healthy men” ?

• A lack of control of speed limits  
– elected don’t like unpopular measures

• A lack of data 
– pedestrian practice is not always considered as a mobility mode

– few tools about use, just accidents and generally fatalities

• A lack of evaluation  
– a problem with evaluation in France

QUESTIONS
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• Teaching young engineers
– the tool box created 30 years before is a part of teaching

– now, young people don’t understand that traffic calming is a 
social project with a political content

• The myth of the electric car
– it is supposed to solve any problems (technology more generally)

– electric car has no effect on ground consumption, few on safety

• A lack of method for peripheral urban fabric 
– 65 M inhabitants in France/ 15 M in suburbs : criteria, typology?

• Increasing number of pedestrians’ accidents 
– aging population, more vulnerable people

– + 19,4% between 2015 and 2016

– a bad result to communicate on walking as an healthy mode

TO CONCLUDE, NEXT STEP…
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• Awareness and behaviour  
– a gap between what you know and what you do

– many people don’t understand that the population is aging

– changes in behaviour are very slow

• A long way to change stakeholders’ minds 
– habits, money problems, elections

– lobbies: oil, road, tyres, car drivers… cyclists !

– lack of data on walking

– some mechanisms are not obvious in the field of pedestrian’s safety

(for example, counter flow lanes for cyclists)

– a huge lack in communication

• A big job for citizen groups !



THANK YOU
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RESULTS 2016 IN ROAD SAFETY
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• More accidents in France in 2016 
– 2016 : 3 655 fatalities – 75 127 wounded going to the hospital 

– 2015 : 3 616 fatalities – 73 384 wounded going to the hospital 

• Pedestrians
– 2016 : 559 fatalities – 4 289 wounded going to the hospital 

– 19,4% more than in 2015

• Vulnerable users in cities
– 86% of fatalities are people aged 75 and more

– 385 fatalities / 3877 wounded going to the hospital = 10 time more

• Pedestrians killed 
– on the sidewalk : 6%

– on a pedestrians’ crossing : 27%


